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CATALOGUE
AWARDS

We are extremely proud
to announce that three
separate awards have been
won by our publications
during the last 12 months:
The 1960 AMATEUR COLLECTOR
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE was
awarded a Bronze Medal
Diploma at the Barcelona
International Congress. A
few months later a Gold
Medal Diploma was awarded
to the CATALOGUE at the
Liechtenstein/Switzerland
Exhibition in Cologne and
at the same Exhibition a
Gold Medal Diploma was
also won by "THE SWISS
PHILATELIST". These were
the first competitions in
which both the Catalogue
and "The Swiss Philatelist"
had been entered.
This success will be a
further spur in the Editors'
endeavour to continue the
improvement of the publications which have won such
acclaim.

STAMPEX
— 1961
Sincere thanks

....

To clients old and new who
visited our Stand.
We were delighted to
renew acquaintances and to
meet for the first time
customers who up till then
had only been names on our
books. We look forward to
Stampex 1962 which has been
provisionally fixed for
March 16th - 24th and will
again be held at the Central
Hall, Westminster.
Further announcements
will, of course, be made
nearer the time.

SUMMER
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A STUDY OF THE

REPRODUCED FROM THE S.P.A. JOURNAL, U.S.A.

POSTAGE DUE STAMPS
By

^ohn. M. Schumacher

In our hobby the scope of collecting
is so broad that a collector sometimes
just doesn't know how far he should go or
what to collect. Some go into topicals,
others into certain groups such as War Tax
or stamps of army occupations, or stampless or first day covers; some collect
only mint, others only used, while some
collect just about everything under the sun.
Some are, of course, very serious
philatelists and buy only the best, classic
material, as an investment. But unfortunately not many can do this, although some of
us will go a little further than usual and
purchase just the one or two missing stamps
to fill a set or group, even if we pay a
great deal for them. No matter what kind
of stamps we collect we can set up a good
and pleasing page to satisfy our own
individual taste and/or idea. The trend in
general is towards the postage stamp and
while we are looking for material which we
still need we pass up other groups of,
stamps and don't give a thought to them.
Sometimes we HAVE to pay for this
stamp, even if it's against our wishes,
because our good friend on his vacation for-'.
got to affix the right postage on the postcard to tell you "I wish you were here".
Yes, your guess is right. I am thinking
about the postage due stamps. I am very
sure that most collectors don't know much
about them; on the other hand we know
practically everything about the postage
stamps. Why? Well this is the $64.00
question.
But seriously, how much do we really
know about postage due stamps? We know
that Great Britain issued the first adhesive
stamp in 1840 but not many general collectors
know when the postage due stamps were put
into use. The answer? 1914.
Not too many of us know that the Dutch
Indies had a postage due label in 1845, yet
the first regular postage stamp was not
issued until 1864, and a regular due stamp
in 1874. To my recollection France was the
first country to issue due stamps, in 1859.
Switzerland issued it's first postage due
stamp in 1878 and was the 11th nation to
use them. The following table may be of
interest showing the years of issuance of
postage due stamps:1859
1862
1845
1864
1864
1864
1870

France
Bavaria
Dutch Indies Label
"
"
stamps
Italy
Turkey
Netherlands

1870
1874
1874
1875

Belgium
Sweden
Peru
Greece
1878 Switzerland
1879 U.S.A.
etc.

As I said before, we don't know too
much about postage due stamps, and as I am
a very ardent Swiss stamp collector I would
like to give you an outline of the procedure of the printing of their postage dues.

DESIGN 1878-1909

The due stamps are in some sense a
very complicated and difficult group to
collect, especially if we have to use the
Zumstein catalogue, published in German.
First we know the printing equipment in the
19th century was somewhat in its infancy,
as well as the manufacture of the paper, &
certain ingredients used for the colors,
while the manpower was certainly different
than the ultra modern machines of today.
The work in those days was slow and hard &
it is very surprising to see so many
splendidly printed stamps issued by different countries of that time.
As we will find later on, Switzerland
did have her share of trouble in the printing of the postage due stamps, not only
because of the complications of the different
printings (34 to be exact in a span of 31
years from 1878 to 1909), but because of
the printing equipment used at that time,
which got better later on.
Another difficulty is to pick the
different types from a dealer's small stock;
there are not enough varieties to choose
from, and to my thinking, this is the main
trouble in collecting the postage due
stamps of Switzerland.
As early as 1850 the Swiss Postal
Authorities sent out circulars and notices
to the different post offices, notifying
them that all mail, especially letters,
must have affixed by the sender a regularly
issued postage stamp; this arrangement was
very slow in being accepted by the public
in general. In fact, it was resented by
some as an insult to the recipient of the
letter, suggesting that by affixing stamps
and pre-paying the postage, one considered
the recipient of the letter unable to pay
for the letter on receipt.
Still, a large number of letters were
sent without postage stamps, as ordered;
they were just dropped in the mailbox.
As early as 1863 the Postal Authorities were toying with the idea of printing
STRAFMARKEN (penalty stamps) which we
today call postage due stamps. Eventually,
in April 1878, a decree was passed to print
a set of eight different values of stamps
for this purpose, with strict provision
that these stamps COULD NOT BE SOLD to the
the public, and that these stamps must only
be affixed to the letter or parcel with
insufficient postage by a postal employee,
the amount to be collected from the
recipient.
With this decision we also come to
the end of the stampless cover period in
Switzerland. Naturally all official communications and Military Mail and parcels up
to 2 kg. from and to the Military units
were excepted from postage due; and still
are today.
The Postal Authorities ordered the set
of eight different stamps in the following
values:- 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 500c.

and on 9 September 1878 a 3 cts. was added
to the set, but was not used until 31
January, 1880.
As these stamps were originally designed for postage due there was a special
resolution passed on 16th December, 1878,
that the 500 cts. stamp could also be used
for the franking of large and heavy parcels.
BUT, the stamps still had to be affixed by
the Postmaster or an employee of the post
office. In the early part of 1884 this
privilege was temporarily withdrawn. Then
on 10th December 1884 it was again permitted on parcels until July 15th 1893 from
when onwards the 500 cts. stamp could no
longer be used for postage purposes.
The printer of the postage due stamps
was Stampfli & Co., Bern, from 1878 to
1906, and from the later part of 1906 the
Federal Mint in Bern took over the work.
The designer and engraver was
Durussel also of Bern and the printing of
the stamps was by the typograph process.
The stamps were without the usual
word HELVETIA. The idea was to get a clear
stamp where the value figure would show up
very sharp with several systematic lines
for the frame work, with a round band within the frame. In this band are 22 white
stars, representing the twenty-two Cantons
of the Federation. In the empty field
between the outer circle line and the frame
corners a winged wheel was enclosed. The
value of the individual stamp shows only a
plain figure without monetary letters.

same manner before printing the other values
so that only the 1 cts has the rays in the
background.
It took the printing office three
different printings to complete the first
order. The 1st printing consisted of the
1 cts only. The most urgently needed values
were the 5, 10 and 50 cts which required
all of the 2nd and part of the 3rd printing.
The 2, 3, 20, 100 and 500 cts. stamps were
also printed in the 3rd printing.
This completed the first order and the
Postal Authorities accepted the following
postage due stamps from Stampfli & Co:1 eta. 1,362,675 copies
2 cts. 1,548,850 copies
392,650 copies
3 eta.
5 cts. 1,55 0 ,55 0 copies
10 cts. 1,918,050 copies
20 cts. 1,915,350 copies
50 cts. 1,541,225 copies
100 eta. 1,785,825 copies
576,225 copies
500 eta.
a total of 12,541,400 copies at 6,143,848.25
Swiss francs. It is very interesting to
note in this printing we find 1,548,850
copies of the 2 cts. which were never
reprinted in this design.

THE DIE

The original die used for the first
printing in 1878 was the 1 cts (Centimes in
French, Centesimi in Italian, Rappen or
Cantim in German, the three languages used
in Switzerland). From the center of the
inner circle out there were 80 rays or
lines of different length to the star band,
with a plain figure "1" which was added by
a special printing process after the stamp
was printed.
As the rays in the center of the stamp
caused too much trouble, such as being a
solid color in the center or sometimes
running or reaching into the frame work so
that the value figure did not show up clear
enough, the Postal Authorities decided to
remove these rays in the center by grinding
these lines out making the center area an •
open blank. The short lines crossing the
inner circle line are the remnants left
from the longer ray lines, after the
grinding.

This procedure was very satisfactory
and all dies on hand were repaired in the

WATERMARKS

Here is where we come to the complicated aspect of collecting Swiss postage
due stamps. From the 1st to the 8th printing inclusive, from 1878 to 1881, white
paper with impressed control mark - Type
I - broad form, was used. From the 8th
printing in 1882 to the 19th printing in
1893, granite paper was used, still with
the control mark Type I. But, from the
20th printing, 1894, to the 31st printing,
1906, granite paper was used with control
mark - Type. II - narrow form.
When the Federal Mint took over the
printing of the Postage Due stamps (32nd to
34th printings), they changed to Type III
large cross watermarked granite paper. In
1910, with the issue of the new design of
Postage Due stamps, the same paper and
watermark were used.

Continued on Page

7

Now that the 1938 design of the Fr. 3. - , 5. - and 10.- is
to be replaced in September it is interesting to examine
more closely the three obsolete stamps which have passed
through several printing stages over the years. Let us, for
the moment, leave out any differences of shades and concentrate on the papers used in their production.
CATALOGUE Nos. 216V/218V: When first issued in 1938 the 3
Stamps were printed on buff paper with a blue coating on the
front. This blue coating is very sensitive to light and
water. Consequently only mint copies, or used stamps which
were floated off (i.e. the water was not allowed to touch
the surface of the stamp), have retained their original
bluish appearance.
Stamps washed in the ordinary way
or exposed to sunlight have "lost" their surface coating and
appear almost as buff as the later printings made from 1942
onwards. I say "almost" because on many copies there is
still a greyish tint to the paper which the later buff
printings have not got.
Used stamps which
have retained their original blue coating are very scarce
indeed and command between two and three times Catalogue
according to how blue they have remained. The only safe
way to identify washed copies is by the date of the postmark which, if it is prior to May 1942, must be the 1938
printing. Copies on which the date of the postmark is not
visible should be assumed to be the cheaper (buff paper),
CATALOGUE Nos. 216W/218W: The 1942 "printing" is on buff
paper which is buff on the back and also on the front and
no matter how hot you wash it, retains its true colour. The
small coloured threads in the paper are black and red.
This printing is still mistakenly regarded by many collectors as "current" because no official announcement was
made when it was changed to the current 'White Backs", nor
do dealers know about it. Consequently mint stamps are very
rare. The amazing thing is that not only was the ch ange to
the present-day White Back paper overlooked but also the
earlier chan ge to cream paper (lighter in appearance to the
buff but with blue an d black threads instead of red and
black!). These must also be regarded as very rare. The
Post Office did not report it and nobody knew it had
happened. It was probably a gradual process and not all 3
values were changed at the same time. Copies in our stock
of the "cream" paper are dated from 1955 to 1 958, i.e. right
into the White Backs period. We cannot even rely on the
usual excuse that copies with late dates came from small
Post Offices - some of them carried the postmarks of big
towns too. It must be stated at this point that the difference in colour between the buff an d cream papers is so slight
and unreliable that the 2 stamps could not be definitely
differentiated without reference to the coloured threads.
Undoubtedly these newly discovered stamps will have to be
Catalogued but it may not be possible to price them accurately in relation to the buff papers until more knowledge has
been accumulated of stocks held by Swiss dealers.
CATALOGUE Nos. 216X/218X: Now to the so-called White Backs
which are very distinct. The paper has the same peculiarity
of disappearing front coating as the 1938 issue. A mint
stamp looks buff from the front an d has a pure white back
but when this stamp is washed in hot water, the buff coating
disappears an d the stamp looks white on the front as well.
It is to be expected, therefore, that in later years the used
copies which have retained their buff front will also be
worth a high premium over catalogue. This issue has been
ascribed to the year 1956 but it is dangerous to rely on this
information as we have seen odd copies dated late 1955.
SHADES. Two major
ones have been
recorded: The 10 Fr. Dull
Green (No. 218Wa) of
which copies have....
(Continued on Page 7
Column 2)
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SEVENTH
INSTALMENT:

Abbreviations: v. = vertical, h.=

58 * ab. globe.
left (of), r. _
h. h/line through value
= between, v/t = 108 v/t & lower strip scattered
star shaped spot,
with dots. Value redone bl.
= below.
158 Dot at frame 1. of Jubile.
h/line btw. 1. frame & value.
77B 5ç green, box perforations.
9 Small o under lower insulator
1 Dot ab. & bl. 5 of 1875
Small dot in value.
Dot r. of hyphen
59 h. h/line through lower
51 Hook before UNIV. V line on
value. Dot bl. ON of Union.
top 1. corner.
109 Dot in robe and on top r.
101 Dot 1. ab. J. Dot in cloud
insulator.
159 Small o bl 00 of 1900.
bl. J.
151 Dot in cross. 'h. line on
* bl. AN of Florian.
10 Dot 1. of value. v.h/line
lower shawl.
2 Dot in 8 an d on r. hand.
outside top r. frame.
I 60 * on D of DE.
52 Dot in value. Small * btw.
LE of Universelle (partly
Dot up btw. IO of Union.
marred tooth at 1, frame ab. 110 Dot on 7 of 1875. Dot bl. dash
v/t.)
160 Dots in E of Postale. r.
frame smeared.
102 Hook bl. 1 of 1875. Dot r.
of 1875.
11 Dots in J an d U of Jubile.
152 Dot on hyphen. Diagonal
Dot bl. frame & E of Grasset.
h/line bl. frame & Grasset.
61 Small line high in v/t.
3 h. h/line bl. middle of
H/line btw. 1. upper arm and
bottom frame.
pole.
53 Figure ab. D of DE. Dot btw. 111 Small * 1. of 7
V and E.
Dot on lower pole.
103 Line before 1 of 1875 & two
161 Dot on E of Postale. * outsmall lines on hyphen.
side frame r. of Postale.
153 Small * on 7 & on mast bl.
12 Dot in V. H/line btw. top
nr. oak leaf.
letter and r. frame.
62 Dot btw. 1st, 2nd & 3rd wire.
4 Two dots ab. globe
112 Dot up on pole. Dot on cheek
54 Heavy dotted line from E of
162 Dot high btw. NI. Diagonal
Jubile to 2nd wire and upto
h/line from 1. frame bl. 4th
pole.
wire.
104 Dot on 5 of 1875.
13 Diag. h/line at 1. frame over
154 Dot on 8.
v/t. Dot above globe.
5 Small dot on 7.
63 H/line btw. 2nd wire and r.
55 Dot on hyphen. Two dots over
shoulder. H/line thro' shawl.
strip at r. frame.
105 Two dots btw. 1st & 2nd wires 113 -.
163
Dot
1. over J. h. h/line on
bl. B of Jubile. Small dot
forehead over 1. eye.
near top of pole.
14 Horseshoe on nose an d brow.
155 Armband on L. wrist.
Dot outside 1. frame at shawl
h. Line at top r. corner.
64 v. h/line 1. of 8.
6 Dot on r. upper arm. Dot
bl. hyphen.
144 S 'on its back , on scroll at
bottom left. Dot btw. 1st
56 Small line btw. DE & h. line
in v/t.
an d 2nd wire.
106 Small o in value. Dot bl.
164 Small o on robe. * over V
tail of value.
15 Two dots in cloud over globe.
156 Diag. line bl. 1 of 1900.
Small dot on mast.
Small * bl 4th wire.
65 Figure between 1st & 2nd wire
7 Dot bl. 2nd N of Union. Dot
Diag. line btw. 1 & 9 of 1900
1. of eye.
115 Dot between 18. h. h/line
57 h. h/line btw. v/t & robe.
through pole an d 1. forearm.
Dot on cheek.
165 Dot on 3rd wire at 1.
107 Dot 1. of 1875 & bl. I of
Dot on v/t.
Jubile.
16 Dot in wires bl. Postale. Dot
157 H/line in t an . Dot outside
outside r. frame, leaf level.
top r. frame.
66 V. line low left on v/t.
8 White dot in top r. corner.
Diagonal h/line through LL,&
Small diag. line in v/t
I of Union to top frame.
horizontal, 1. =
right (of), btw.
value tablet, * =
ab. = above, bl.

116 Dot r. of value. Dot bl. 7.

166 Dot at top frame above P.

H/line in v/t and robe.
17 Dot on pole over oak leaf.
67 H. h/line in Jubile an d bl.
De L'Union.
117 Diag. line outside 1. frame,
end of value level.
Dot & h. line in cross.
167 Dot 1. under 1 of 1900
H. h/line in 1900 & r. frame
18 Small o on N of Universelle
Oval on robe.
68 Two lines on 1. forearm.
Figure on lower 1. corner
118 Dot r. of D of DE. Dot bl.
frame and F of Flori an .
168 H. h/line between 1. frame &
1900. H line through clouds
above let wire.
19 Dot btw. LE of Jubile
69 Dot in cloud over 1st wire.
H. h/line btw. Jubile to
r. frame.
119 H. Smears in top clouds.
Dot above 1. shoulder.
169 H. h/line btw. 1. an d r.
frame bl. Universelle. * 1.
of J.
20 Dot on 1 of 1900.
Dot on 9 of 1900
70 Damaged V. H. h/line in
cloud ab. 1st wire.
120 Dot in globe at left.
Dot in middle cover.
170 Florian omitted. Dot btw. 75
21 Dot in 0 of Postale.
V. line nr. J at 1. frame.
71 Dot in 3rd E of Universelle
Dot bl. frame & F of Flori an
121 Small o on line bl.
Universelle. Dot on 1. elbow
171 White dot on value.
22 Dot on value. Dot in v/t,
top r.
72 Diag. h/line top r. in v/t.
Dot btw. 19 of 1900.
122 Small o outside 1. frame at
end. Dotted line r. above
head.
172 Dot bl. 1 of 1875.
Dot in cross
23 Dot in cloud bl. N of
Universelle. Dot in cross.
73 Dot in 1. upper arm, elbow
level. Dot r. near value.
123 Dot on E of Postale.
White area on globe at end 1
173 Dot in 0 of Postale.
Dot on mast under ribbon.
24 Big dot on 1. of globe (Ret)
Dot in curve bl. UB of
Jubile.
74 Dot bl. L of Postale.

34 Dot under 90 of 1900.
Small line in J.
White dot r. in globe.
124 Dot 1. above globe.
84 Two dots in v/t 1. of value.
Dot between 19 of 1900.
Two dots outside 1. frame.
174 Diag. h/line ab. top frame 1.
134 Dot in v/t, below frame and
Diag. h/line 1. in v/t.
S after Florian.
25 Dot in v/t 1. of value.
Dot outside 1. frame, between l84 Dot in frame outside top left
Small dot above 8.
1st an d 2nd wires.
75 Dot ab. hyphen. Dot ab.globe 35 Dot r. of value. Diag. line
from D to Florian.
125 Dot in value. Dot on cover
85 Small line in value.
at frame (pale)
Dot in v/t above 18.
175 Dot on r. frame in cover
(dark). Diag. h/line outside 135 Three dots in & r. of value.
Dot above B.
top r. frame.
185 Small * ab. frame over N of
26 Dot in S of Universelle.
Three dots 1. of value.
Union. Small barb in globe
76 H. h/line btw. head an d 1.
at r.
elbow. Dot on outer r. frame
36 Dot 1. in v/t & on 3rd wire.
86 White area in top 1. corner.
at Postale.
Small * outside frame near J
126 Small o btw. De an d L'U.
Dot in U of Union.
136 Two dots 1. of 1875.
Dot in 1. of v/t.
176 H/line btw. lowest insulator
186 Small * ab. frame over I of
an d r. frame.
Union. Small * & dot on
* 1. bl. first 0 of 1900.
27 Dot on 1st E of Universelle.
cloud below UNI.
Heavy o on breast
37 77 H/lines above nose, in cross 87 Dot ab. globe at 1. Dot in 5.
& v/t. V. line r. of 1 of
137 H/line btw. neck and arms.
Dot btw. 87
1900.
127 Various dots in V. Dot btw. 75 187 Small * on cloud ab. globe.
177 H/line btw. 1. frame to cloud
Small * on r. shoulder.
38 Dot bl. I of Union.
& 2nd wire. 3 rings on pole.
28 Dot on r. forearm.
Dot on lowest insulator.
88 Dot on robe ab. 5 of 1875
Line over value.
78 Two dots on cross.
138 Line btw. 5 and 8 of 1875.
H. h/line through cross.
Dot under 7 of 1875.
188 Small * ab. globe at 1. frame
128 Dot after E of Jubile.
Dot on r. h an d.
and in v/t.
178 Small * on 1st wire at 1.
39 Dot in r. v/t and bl. 9.
89 Dot on pole.
Small * on 1. forearm.
29 Ret, to notch bl. FL of Florian 139 Dot btw. 18. Dot in cross.
189 H. line btw. 1. frame to
Dot 1. over value.
79 Dot on J outside 1. frame.
pole, bl. J.
Dot bl. U of Jubile.
H. h/line in 1. frame b]. notch
40 Dot 1. of 5 of 1875 & in D
129 Dot over frame at R.
of DE.
Dot on 1. frame of arms.
179 H. h/line btw. I of Jubile & 90 Dot in 2nd wire bl. IV
Dot at end of value.
r. frame. H. line above frame
140 Small barb ab. frame & DE L'
& IN of Union.
Dot 1. below 7
30 Dot on L of L'Union
190 H. h/line outside 1. frame at
Dot on 0 of Union
bottom. Small * on cloud
80 Small * top r. on v/t.
below arch.
H. h/line above globe 1. to
41 Dot r. of arms & outside 1.
r. frame.
frame from 3rd & 4th wires.
130 Dot r. of D after Grasset.
91 1. frame of v/t twice.
Little double print on top
H. line under bottom frame.
letters.
141 Figure 1. over J.
180 Dots on J and I of Jubile.
✓ line bl. U of Jubile
Dot on pole m. of 1. upper arm
191 Small v. line on top cover.
31 Dot on hyphen. Dot bl. JU
Small v. line btw. 8 & robe.
81 Dot outside 1. frame on 1st
42 Two dots bl. wires under
wire. V. h/line btw. VE.
Postale. Dot 1. of value.
131 Dot below hyphen.
92 Dot in 8 & bl. frame under
181 Short line bl. U of Jubile.
G of Grasset.
Wart above E of Jubile.
14 2 Dot on 1 of 1875.
32 Dot 1. under J.
Dot bl. E of Postale.
82 Small curve in one cover.
192 Small * on globe. H/line
Dot outside 1. frame at
out frbm 1. frame near globe
1st wire.
43 Dot btw. 75. H/line btw. 75.
132 Dot below value
93 - .
182 Value smeared. Dot on 7
33 Dot bl. U of Jubile, & bl. 7. 143 V. line outside r. frame on
lowest wire. Small line on
83 Dot 1. below J.
1. forearm.
H/line from 1. under J to 2nd
193
Small * outside r. frame
wire.
near wires. Diag. line 1.
133 Dot 1. under 1 of 1875.
under value.
Dot on r. wrist.
183 Diag. line on robe r. of v/t. 44 Small * in 1. frame on 1st
wire. Dot bl. apostrophe of
* btw. 2nd and 3rd wires
T.' U _

94 Dot ab. globe an d on pole.
144 Dot 1. of face. Diag. h/lines
on v/t btw. bottom and top.
194 Dot ab. btw. EL of Universelle
Small * 1. outside frame at
1st wire.
Curve
on ribbon r. of 1. arm
45
H/line btw. value an d robe
95 Dot on top 1. v/t.
Dot in bottom left v/t.
145 Dot before UNI & outside r.
frame alongside covers.
195 * 1. of value. H. h/line
on pole
46 Dot btw. DE L'
Dot top r. near value.
96 Dot outside 1. frame 1. b]. J
H. h/line on pole.
146 Dot bl. 2nd N of Union
H. h/line in robe and pole.
96 Diag. line in top r. corner
Small o in cross.
47 Dot r. of arms. Line bl. dash
97 H. h/line partly ab. head.
Small o outside r. frame at
top cover.
147 Small v. line in v/t.
Dot on hyphen.
197 Line btw. 1st & 4th wire &
btw. globe and r. shoulder.
Dot & line outside 1. frame
on globe.
48 Dot on pole under 1. hand
Two dots 1. above value.
98 '48 Dot on value an d on cross
'98 Small o btw. wires bi.
Postale. Small * btw. let &
2nd wires.
49 Small o high on breast.
Dot r. of value
79 Dot on 2nd wire.
149 Line btw. 1. eye & r. corner.
Small line on U of Jubile
199 Small * under wires bl.
Postale. Small * btw. 2nd
and 3rd wires.
50 Dot r. of arms.
Line on F. of Florian .
100 Small * btw. JU.
Two dots in cloud.
150 Dot in shawl 1. of pole. Dot
bl. 4th wire on 1. frame.
200 Dot btw. last E of
Universelle & insulator.
Dot on 2nd wire.
8B 10. Red box perforations.
1 H. line bl. U of Jubile
V. line in cloud bl. I of
Universelle.
51 Dot under frame bl. 00 of
1900. Small dot L. in globe
121 Dot on E of Jubile.
* bl. E of Postale.
151 Dot btw. 1 & 9 of 1900.
2 --52 Line through envelopes & r.
frame. Dot above 10.
102 Dot ab. frame on UN 0f
union.
'52 White spots in envelopes,
globe an d clothes. Curved
stroke above 8.
3 * outside 1. frame at top
of globe. * outside 1.
frame at 3 to 4 wire.
(To be Continued)

POSTAGE DUES Continued from Page 3
FRAMES
Now that the control mark has been
taken care of we must start with a more
difficult point - the frame types in this
issue. The greatest difficulty is in the
separation of these types, mostly because
of the heavy cancellations on them.
Unfortunately no average collector can afford to
buy this group mint, the prices are extremely high so we work with used stamps.
Both frames - Type I and Type II exist with normal (N) and inverted (K)
frame which can be found in the systematic
frame work. Actually, there are six points
we could study but in this article we will
use only two points, which are the simplest
ones. In ordinary circumstances there is
one side, bottom or top, of the stamp free
of a heavy cancellation and with this in
mind we will now separate the frame types.

supplied the printing office with granite
paper, the sheets now being 492 x 558 mm,
which permitted the printing of 400 stamps
in two operations. Both papers thus far
were with the impressed control mark Type
I, broad form. (To be Continued)
(Illustrations from Zumstein & Müller Catalogues.)
1938/56 HIGH VALUES (Continued from Page 4)

have been found dated from 1945 to 1955, and the
hitherto unlisted distinct Red-brown shade of the
Fr. 3. - on White Paper. This we shall list in our
next Catalogue as No. 216Xa. Hitherto we called
Nos. 216V and 216W 'Red-brown" - a very misleading
term which will have to be changed in our next
edition to "Lake". We then immediately see that
on the White Backe the early printing was Lake
(195 6 ) while from 1957 onwards the distinct vivid
Red-brown colour was adopted an d which from now
,on will be known as No. 216Xa. It may be very
,difficult to find mint copies of the first White
back printing in Lake as nobody could possibly
have paid any attention to it and no New Issue
Frame Type I - normal (N)
stocks were ever laid aside.
1. The white space between the inner straiThe 1938/56 High Values will undoubtedly be
ght line at the top and the first half circle in great demand in years to come as people are
line is 0.35 wide, while the bottom at the
only now beginning to realise that there are
exact spot reversed from the top, the space newly created gaps which they will have to fill.
is 0.45 wide.
Used copies have always been plentiful and will
2. Due to off-centering of the compass
not appreciate much in value. The mint, however,
while drawing the circle, the space at the
will rocket sky high when the big search starts.
left side between the inner straight line
H.L. Katcher
and the complete circle is 0.2 wide, while
the right side is 0.3.
Then another point which could be used
if the stamp is heavily cancelled is that
all four winged wheels are floating.
Frame Type I - inverted frame (K)
There is only one simple explanation for
this. All above mentioned points are
reversed. That is - the 0.45 is now at the
top and the 0.35 at the bottom. The right
side is now 0.2 and the space at the left
is now 0.3.
Frame Type II - Normal (N)
In this type there is only one point which
we will find, in other words, the easiest
and the most reliable.
1. The frame work is the same as in Type I
2. The winged wheel at the top right
triangle has a white bridge toward the
outer half circle and the left wheel is
floating.
Frame Type II, inverted (K)
1. The winged wheel with the bridge is now
at the bottom left and the wheel at the
right is floating.
2. We also have to remember the top is
again 0.45 and the bottom 0.35, right side
is 0.2 and left 0.3.
The perplexing situation is that we
find Types I and II normal (N) and inverted
(K) frames in the same printings. Therefore,
one must be watchful and never take anything for granted; one never knows what we
may find or run into.
As the frame types have been taken
care of for the time being, we will go back
to the paper again.
PAPERS
As has already been stated there were
two different papers used for these stamps
supplied by the Paper Manufacturing Co. on
the Sihl. The white paper was for the
printing of 200 stamps in one operation. In
1881 for the 9th printing the paper mill

QUANTITIES OF, STAMPS ISSUED
Numbers sold of 1960 issues are announced
as follows:Publicity Stamps: 10c - 30.05 million;
20c - 17.13 million; 50c - 5.54 million;
75c - 2.47 million.
Pro Patria: 5c+5c - 2.39 million; 10c+10c
- 4.33 million; 20c+10c - 3.54 million;
30c+10c - 1.40 million; 50c+10c - 1.49
Pro Patria Block: 3 Fr. - 438,700.
U.N. Refugee Overprints: 20c - 682,285;
50c - 668,685.

from the editor's Desk . . .
Dear Reader,
Many months have passed since the last "Swiss
Philatelist" was printed. The reason for this
long delay has been the extreme pressure of work
to which we have been subjected during the last
12 months, an d as the Editor can only devote his
"sparetime" to the production of this little
journal, gaps between issues may be very irregular in the future. This does not in any way affect
subscriptions as they are not on a time basis
but counted per issue. This one, being a double
number, counts as two issues. In fact, the socalled "Annual Subscription" entitles our readers
to 16 pages of "Swiss Philatelist", irrespective
of the time period over which they are spread.
The Editor is fully aware of how eagerly the
"Swiss Philatelist" is awaited each time an d
sincerely apologises at this present state of
affairs. Every effort, however, will be made to
keep delays to a minimum.

I/. L. Katcher
(Editor)

Since the last "Swiss Philatelist" was printed many
New Issues have appeared. The majority of these have
already been fully described and listed in The Amateur Collector Limited's 1961 Catalogue Supplement
(available to holders of the 1960 Catalogue only, at
1/- post free). No reference, therefore, is made below
to all issues up to and including the International
Offices Sets issued in October 1960.

1960

PRO

JUVENTUTE
The series continued in the Swiss Domestic Flowers design.
The Set comprises 5 values of which the first (5 + 5e Blue)
is Recess printed by the PTT Printing Works an d shows the
Painter, Alexandre Calame. The remaining 4 values are
printed in Rotogravure by Courvoisier and depict the following flowers:- 10 + 10c. Dandelion (green, yellow and grey).
20 + 10c. Phlox (carmine, grey & green). 30 + 10c. Larkspur
(brown, blue, green & yellow). 50 + 10o. Thorn Apple (grey,
ultramarine, green & yellow).
The 5e value was engraved by Karl Bickel, the other 4 values
by Hans Schwarzenbach. The Stamps were on sale from 28th
November, 1960 at the PTT and from December 1st at all Post
Offices until 31st January, 1961 (June 30th, 1961 at the
PTT until which date they also remain valid for postage).
A Stamp Booklet containing 12 x 5 + 5c, 12 x 10 + 10c and
4 x 20 + 10c was also put on sale (plus 20c charge for the
booklet, making total selling price Fr.5.-). EDITOR'S NOTE
By mistake we omitted to offer this Booklet in the
New Issue Service for which we apologise. We can
still supply at 13/6 1 1961 Publicity Stamps
These were issued on
February 20th. The Set
again comprises 4 vals.
5c. "Development Aid",
10c. "HYSPA" 1961 Bern,
(Exhibition on Hygiene, Gymnastics & Sports in the 20th Cent.
ury). 20c. "Ice Hockey World & European Championships"
(held at Geneva & Laus anne March 2nd to 12th 1961). 50c.
"Fully Automatic Swiss Telephone Service".
Designers: 5c: E. & M. Lenz. 10c: H. Heuberg. 20c: J. &
L. Ongaro. 50c: B. Reber.
The 4 values were printed in Photogravure by Courvoisier
in the following colours:- 5c - grey, vermilion & bluegreen. 10c - blue-green & yellow. 200 - carmine, yellow,
& dark brown. 50c - blue, carmine & grey.
The Stamps will remain on sale as long as stocks last but
not later than 31st December, 1961, on which day they also
cease to be valid for postage.

This is the first Set with an upright design of the 5 + 5e
value. The remaining 4 values are continuing the Crystals
and Fossils series and are printed by Courvoisier in Rotogravure. The 5 + 5e value is Recess printing by the PTT
Printing Works and shows what is stated to be the emblem for
Swiss Cultural Works. To us it is an atrocity unparalleled
in Swiss stamp design in the last 20 years. We apologise to
the designer, Hans Schwarzenbach, for this severe criticism.
Undoubtedly the poor man had to work to strict instructions.

K.A. Bickel did the Engraving. The
remaining 4 values were designed by
N. Stoecklin. Colours & Subjects: 5c.
Swiss cross, book of histo & symbols
for time and eternity (blue. 10c.
Fluorite (blue-green, pink, orangegrey & grey). 20c. Petrified Fish
(red, bluish grey & grey). 30c.
Lazulite (orange, greenish-blue, yellow &
grey). 50c. Petrified Fern (blue,
yellowish-brown & grey). The Stamps
0,111 be on sale from June 1st (May
29th at the PTT) until August 31st,
1961 (December 31st at the PTT) on
which date they will also cease to be
valid for postage.
WE HAVE REFRAINED FROM MENTIONING PAPERS ON WHICH THE ABOVE
ISSUES HAVE BEEN PRINTED. THESE
ARE IDENTICAL TO THOSE USED FOR
MANY YEARS NOW FOR SIMILAR ISSUES
AND WE SHALL NOT IN FUTURE REFER
TO PAPERS AT ALL UNLESS NEW TYPES
ARE INTRODUCED.
("POSTAL RUNNER"
COILS
The current 5c, 10c & 20c "Postal
Runners" have now been issued in
slightly altered design for use in
coil machines. The following are the
main differences:- 5c Pale Blue:
Sheet stamp has 4 vertical strokes on
the l an ce of the Runner behind his
han d. On the coil stamp there are only
3 strokes. 100 Blue-green: On the
Sheet stamp the iron top of the l an ce
is fixed by a nail. On the coil stamp
the nail has been left out. 20c RedLilac: The Sheet stamp has 10 points
on mule's harness below the tail. The
coil stamp has only 9 points.
The PTT have explained that these
small differences are useful to them
in identifying deliveries of coil and
sheet stamps. In view of the slightly
altered design these stamps will be
included as separate numbers in the
Amateur Collector 1962 Catalogue.

New Issue clients are requested
not to order these now as they
will be included in our next Bulletin to them. Clients who do not
subscribe to our New Issues Service can obtain them from us now,
price 1/6 Mint, 1/3 Used plus 5d.
postage and packing.
FORTHCOMING 1961 NEW ISSUES
SEPTEMBER 18th: Europa Stamps. 2
Values: 30 and 50c.
SEPTEMBER 18th: Ordinary High
Values. 4 Values: Fr. 3.-, 5.10.- and 20.-.
DECEMBER 1st: Juventute Set. 5v.
(Same denominations as 1960 Set).

